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Introduction 
 

The car door slams shut, the engine roars, the radio crackles on and starts to play. I really need this drive to get 
my mind off things, the newly unemployed woman thinks, as the bridge from Jimmy Eats World’s “The Middle” starts 
to play: 
 

It’s only in your head you feel left out, and looked down o- *click*  
 

She changes the station. 
 

You see I'm trapped in my mind… and I know it's crazy- *click*  
 

Those things I didn’t’ say. Wrecking balls inside my brain, I will screa- *click* 
  
She changes the station for a last time, as a symphony by Beethoven starts to soothe her ears. Thirty 

seconds pass by, then suddenly the phone sitting in the passenger seat rings, interrupts the radio, and forces her to 
shut it off.  
 

Mental health problems like stress, anxiety, and depression are ubiquitous in today’s society and continue to 
be socially and economically devastating, despite advances in medicine and technology. Anxiety disorders are 
the most common mental illness in the U.S., affecting 18% of the population, and 6.7% of all U.S. adults had at least 
one major depressive episode in 2015 (NIMH, 2015). Mental health costs Americans $200 billion a year and is 
widely underfunded and understudied compared to physical health, as well as the $1.51 trillion to be spent on 
research and development of new technologies in 2017 (Wheatley, 2016). Important areas of research which lack 
funding compared to the rapid advancements of technology include the unintended impacts of those technologies on 
our mental and physiological well-being. While many technological advances such as the radio, access to the 
internet, and mobile phones have the potential to help us reduce anxiety and stress, certain uses of the same 
technologies have been shown to increase anxiety and depression due to an increase in multitasking and negative 
thoughts (Rosen et al., 2013).  

 
Problems of the mind are complicated to understand, let alone solve; but what we can control is our 

thoughts and behaviors, which include how we interact with technology, the world, and each other. Due to an 
evolutionary survival adaptation to keep us alive, it is normal that unwanted thoughts and worries enter our minds 
every day. Our brains are limited in their ability to pay attention, yet an increasing number of distractions and 
interruptions (also known as notifications) from technology threaten to further limit our ability to focus on our 
present tasks, goals, and experiences. An explosion of information available via technology has promoted styles of 
thought which favor multitasking and focused attention on symptoms of ourselves and society. Authors like Gazzaley 
and Rosen attribute these phenomenon to new forms of acquiring information (email, social media, app 
notifications) that take advantage of an underlying human addiction to seek out new information, according to the 
marginal value theorem (MVT). The marginal value theorem compares the instinctual behavior of foraging for food 
with a behavior of foraging for information that tells us, "I'm not getting enough out of this task, I want to try 
something new." MVT can be used to argue that due to an increasing number of potential distractions, humans 
have developed shorter attention spans and an inability to focus on the task at hand. There is a great need for 
humans to readapt to our technological world, through practical methods and strategies that allow us to fight 
distraction and avoid overly negative thoughts.  
 

This thesis builds upon the body of research that argues that we can take back control of our minds by 
either changing our behaviors (through new environments, interactions, and experiences that stimulate brain 
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plasticity) or changing our brains (through influencing thought patterns with drugs, mental habits, and forms of 
mindfulness). Neuroplasticity, which is defined as the ability of the brain to reorganize synaptic connections, is an 
evolutionary feature that allows us to form new thinking patterns based on our thoughts and behaviors. Promising 
links have been shown in research between neuroplasticity and mindfulness which can point to potential ways to 
combat the problems of anxiety and depression (Taren et al., 2015). There is a large landscape of diverse approaches 
that combat anxiety and depression including experiences, such as cognitive behavioral therapy, psilocybin-based 
therapy, art therapy, and meditation, and general changes in thought patterns that promote more mindfulness and 
attention on the present moment. Many of these thought and behavior changes have shown to reduce anxiety and 
depression, and even physical pain as a result. For example, drugs such as psilocybin have shown to reduce anxiety 
in terminally ill cancer patients (Ross & Griffiths); virtual reality has shown to reduce pain and anxiety in burn 
victims during operations (Hoffman et al., 1999); meditation in its many forms has been studied widely and identified 
by many sources in its various forms to effectively treat stress, anxiety, and depression (NIMH, Gunaratana, and 
Launche).  
 
 As this thesis will show, many sources identify mental health interventions that impact cognition in a 
positive way. Although these strategies and methods have been scientifically shown to reduce anxiety and depression, 
many of the studies fail to include an assessment of why such methods or strategies work. I will argue that there are 
two vital components to these methods that explain their success: a change of perspective that encourages self-
reflection, and a focused attention/distraction on the present and the physical body. Certain styles of meditation, art, 
virtual reality experiences, hallucinogenic experiences, and cognitive or behavioral therapies all share a common 
ability to change the user’s perspective and therefore push them to look at the world in a different way. A second 
component that many these interventions incorporate is an encouragement of focus on the body as a distraction 
from thoughts, worries, and ruminations.  
 

Higher Perspectives VR explores the intersection of virtual reality, mindfulness, and perception. The 
critical design addresses a “double bind”; we don’t have enough time to relax because technology is everywhere, yet 
a technological “fix” is presented anyways. Instead of fighting the technological trend, Higher Perspectives VR aims 
to provide the opportunity, when none other exists, to use technology to regain mental and overall health and well-
being.  

 
Meditation is a growing trend in the western world, with 8% of all US adults using it to combat mental 

health issues, but is has its limitations (NHIS, 2012). Many people try meditation, give up after the first few attempts, 
and conclude “I’m just not that kind of person” (Mascarelli, 2015). Higher Perspectives VR can be described as an 
“out-of-body” experience that guides people through the process of focusing on their body, and reflecting on their 
place in the world. It is a powerful and dynamic visual aid that assists the user in experiencing a focused visualization 
of their bodies, which tricks their mind into shifting perspectives. Similar work is used in mindfulness-based mirror 
exposure, where a patient is instructed to focus attention on different parts of their own bodies for given time 
intervals. Just as techniques such as meditation and mindfulness-based mirror exposure have shown to reduce 
anxiety and depression by relaxing the mind and changing one’s perspective, the critical design combines an 
immersive 3rd person perspective with relaxing music and aims to focus the user’s attention on the present moment 
in an almost outer-worldly way.  

 
The user experiences the transition from the 1st to 3rd person perspectives, and is slowly brought from the 

top of the head, away from the body and into space. The end goal of this experience is to offer a mindfulness-based 
meditation that assists the user in focusing on the present moment, distancing themselves from their thoughts and 
worries, and encouraging a self-reflection while simultaneously providing an enjoyable experience.   
  

After a 10-day meditation retreat in one particular study, a participant reported "the sense of control over 
my brain and by extension, the ways I approach the world hit me hard the moment I first learned to temporarily 
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shut up the part of my mind that frothed over with pop songs” (Schlanger, 2015). Since this is not practical for 
everyone, the vision of the critical design accompanying this thesis is a comparable, yet significantly smaller scale, 
10-minute virtual retreat from reality, which could clear the mind of worries, ruminations, and of course pesky radio 
pop songs.  
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Literature Review 
 
Anxiety, Depression, and Multitasking 
  

Anxiety disorders are the most common mental illness in the U.S., affecting 18% of the population (NIMH, 
2005). 6.7% of all U.S. adults had at least one major depressive episode in 2015, and 49% of the affected people 
were untreated (NIMH, 2015). Major depression can result in severe impairments that interfere with one's ability to 
maintain relationships, plan for the future, and carry out major life activities.  

 
Economically, mental health conditions are some of the costliest healthcare issues in America, as $201 

billion was spent in 2016 treating them in the U.S. (Roehrig, 2016). At the same time, spending on technology 
continues to increase, and Forrester Research predicts that $1.51 trillion in 2017 will go towards technology 
spending in the U.S. (Wheatley, 2016). Although anxiety disorders and depression are the most common mental 
health conditions, they will receive only $163 and $406 million in funding, and the National Institute of Health 
estimates it will spend only $396 million on research of serious mental illnesses in 2016 (NIH, 2016). Psychiatrist Dr. 
Nathan Shapira is extremely accurate when he summarizes that “there is a tremendous amount of money going into 
the development of this technology, and almost nothing going into understanding how it affects people” (Goran et 
al., 2008). 
 

Rosen identifies the relationship between technology and anxiety in the context of multitasking (Rosen et 
al., 2013). He recognizes that multitasking is an inherent human trait, but suggests that technology has overly 
encouraged and promoted multitasking through multi-device interactions, multi-sensory stimulation, and multi-
window displays of information. He also claims that the distractions (via vibrations, visuals, and sounds) from 
technology lead to anxiety related to not checking-in to social media, and to a compromised sense of presence. In 
one particular study by Dr. Rosen's lab, he found almost half the younger iGeneration and Net Generation reported 
feeling moderately to highly anxious if they could not check their text messages at least every fifteen minutes (Rosen 
et al., 2013). Rosen references a recent study of the impacts of time spent using technology on anxiety, which found 
that time spent on Facebook by high school students was positively correlated with anxiety (Pantic et al., 2012). In 
another study of Swedish young adults, mobile phone use predicted increased symptoms of depression a year later 
(Thomee, Garenstam, and Gaberg, 2011). In general, the studies by Rosen, Pantic, and Thomee et al. concluded 
that rapid task switching (multitasking) may be one of the root causes of depression, as studies suggest multitasking 
appears to provide a major boost in clinical symptoms of depression (Rosen et al, 2013). Various sources show that 
there are vastly negative impacts of multitasking on nearly all anxiety disorders, and therefore reducing distractions 
may have a positive impact on these mental health issues. 
 

There is an obvious yet complex connection between anxiety/depression and rumination/distraction which 
will be explored further in this literature review. As a whole, the studies by Nolen-Hoeksema, Trapnell, Park, and 
Treynor suggest that rumination and depression are not only related to each other, but also each is related to anxiety 
and depression.  
  

What is Distraction? What is Rumination? How Do They 
Relate to Each Other and to Anxiety and Depression? 
 

There are many definitions of distraction (Merriam-Webster; Oxford Dictionaries; Post & Schumm, 1997), 
which can be broadly defined as a diversion of attention that prevents someone from giving their full attention to 
something else. As distraction is relative, it is often viewed in various ways, from a pleasant diversion from something 
otherwise unsatisfying, to a troubling/disturbing thought disabling someone from completing a task. When 
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simultaneously talking with a friend and crossing a street, focusing on a distant car can be seen as a distraction 
defined by an aloof separation from the present moment/conversation, and yet being immersed in conversation 
could be understood from another angle as a potentially fatal distraction caused by an overly intense preoccupation 
with the wrong part of one's surroundings. The categorization of distraction is further explained in James’ summary 
of attention, as a condition with two opposite sides: 

Everyone knows what attention is. It is the taking possession by the mind, in clear and vivid form, of one out 
of what seem several simultaneously possible objects or trains of thought. Focalization, concentration, of 
consciousness are of its essence. It implies withdrawal from some things in order to deal effectively with others, 
and is a condition which has a real opposite in the confused, dazed, scatter-brained state which in French is 
called distraction, and Zerstreutheit in German. (James, 1890, pp. 403–404) 

While a distraction can re-focus one's attention on something internal or external, ruminative thoughts are 
usually characterized as an attention to the self. The most notable sources have divided rumination into two main 
categories: brooding rumination and reflective rumination (Trapnell & Campbell, 1999; Nolen-Hoeksema, 1991; 
Treynor et al., 2003). The definitions by Treynor, Trapnell, and Nolen-Hoeksema similarly characterize reflective 
rumination, or ruminative self-reflection, as a reflective self-focus that considers an openness to explore negative 
feelings and willingness to contemplate strategies for alleviating unpleasant feelings. Brooding rumination, or 
ruminative self-focus, is usually associated with a tendency to dwell passively on undesirable aspects of the self.  In 
the Response Styles Theory proposed by Nolen-Hoeksema (1998), rumination is defined as the "compulsively 
focused attention on the symptoms of one's distress, and on its possible causes and consequences, as opposed to its 
solutions” (Nolen-Hoeksema et al., 2008). 
 

When is Distraction Seen as a Positive and Rumination as 
Negative? 
 

Distraction can be seen as a positive thing in a scenario where a distraction is taking someone away from 
otherwise negative and unnecessary thoughts. Rumination can be seen as a negative thing if it involves a self-focus 
on negative thoughts. For example, in a study by Morrow and Nolen-Hoeksema, mildly-to-moderately depressed 
subjects that were randomly assigned to spend 8 minutes focusing on their current feelings and personal 
characteristics (rumination) were shown to become significantly more depressed. Those assigned to spend 8 minutes 
focusing on descriptions of geographic locations and objects (distraction) instead became significantly less depressed 
(Morrow & Nolen-Hoeksema, 2008). According to Morrow, "these results support the hypothesis that ruminative 
responses to depressed mood exacerbate and prolong depressed mood, whereas distracting response shorten 
depressed mood." In a different study by Park, rumination was shown to exacerbate the severity of those already 
depressed, and adolescents at risk for depression reported more rumination than those not at risk (Park et al., 2004). 
These findings within the literature prove that distraction via focusing on external physics objects or sensations can 
have a positive impact on depression and anxiety, and self-directed rumination can exacerbate them.  

  
When is Distraction Seen as a Negative and Rumination as 
Positive? 

Although rumination is generally considered unhealthy and associated with depression, under the right 
conditions, rumination can also be beneficial. Pennebaker argues that "healthy self-disclosure can reduce distress and 
rumination when it leads to greater insight and understanding about the source of one's problems” (Pennebaker, 
1989). In another study, Martin and Tesser state that "rumination has an instrumental role as a strategy aimed to 
resolve unattained goals” (Martin and Tesser 1996). In cognitive behavioral therapy (CBT), the act of thinking 
through problems and getting to the root cause of one’s emotions is a powerful technique that is used to shift one’s 
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perspective. By getting to the root cause of a problem and understanding that logically it doesn’t make sense to dwell 
on it, this style of thought has been shown to be more effective than interventions which only mask the symptoms, 
such as antidepressant medications (Hayes, 2004, pp. 244) 

In contrast to repetitive thinking with the intention of overcoming the barriers to reaching one’s goals, when 
people repetitively ruminate and dwell on the same problem without making progress, they are likely to eventually 
experience anxiety or depression. These troubling thoughts can be considered distractions, and often mind-
wandering results in thoughts irrelevant to one’s goals. According to Gazzaley & Rosen, internal distractions are one 
form of goal interference which “hinder, obstruct, or largely derail another process” (Gazzaley & Rosen, 2016, pp. 
5). When a distraction is internal, in the case of mind-wandering that occurs against one’s will, often these thoughts 
are negative. In a 2250-person study by Killingsworth and Gilbert, significant evidence was found that people were 
less happy when their minds wandered than when they were not (Killingsworth and Gilbert, 2010). Although 
reasons were not mentioned, the research makes sense when considering the previously mentioned study, which 
explained that for depressed people, ruminative self-focus, or mind wandering with a focus on current feelings, leads 
them to being more depressed (Morrow & Nolen-Hoeksema, 2008). 
 

How Can the Right Types of Rumination and Distraction be 
Encouraged? 
 

Rumination and distraction are styles of thought that in different contexts and with different intentions can 
have either positive or negative impacts on mood, anxiety, and depression. The types of distractions to be avoided 
can be defined as an inability to concentrate on the present moment due to rumination on negative thoughts, 
overload of information, or consumption of worries. These types of (closed) thoughts not only are detrimental to 
one’s mood in the short term, but they also make it harder to combat anxiety in the long term with mindfulness-
based techniques such as meditation (Hayes, 2004, pp. 216). The scope of this report will put a focus on methods to 
reduce negative distractions and increase positive ruminations through experiences that change one’s perspective 
and encourage a focused attention on the body. 

 

Neuroplasticity Is the Ability to Change Our Minds and Take 
Control of Our Thoughts, Emotions, and Behaviors 
 

Neuroplasticity is the ability of the brain to learn through the formation and reorganization of synaptic 
connections. Neuroplasticity happens both wittingly and unwittingly; although our brains are being constantly 
shaped by forces around us that we are not aware of, we also have the ability to change our brains through 
consciously recognizing and shifting unwanted thoughts and behaviors. Due to neuroplasticity, unhealthy styles of 
thought can be addressed with experiences such as cognitive behavioral therapy, art therapy, and psilocybin-based 
therapy, and behavioral changes such as engaging in meditation and mindfulness. For example, Taren (2015) 
provides initial indication that mindfulness meditation training promotes functional neuroplastic changes in neural 
pathways that allow for stress reduction (Taren et al, 2015). Many methods have been successfully used in the past to 
shape the mind and help treat stress, anxiety and depression that will be summarized in this thesis.  

 
Examples of Methods for Reducing Stress Anxiety and 
Depression 
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Meditation 
Meditation, in its many forms, has been used for thousands of years as a practice to move beyond the stress-

inducing thoughts, worries, and stresses of the mind. In meditation, a person learns to focus attention onto the body, 
the present moment, or external imagery. One technique that has been used extensively due its ability to reduce 
anxiety through both self-reflection and body-focused distraction is Vipassana meditation. The westernized concept 
of mindfulness is based on the Buddhist meditation technique which translates roughly to “seeing things as they 
really are” (Gunaratana, 2017). Henepola Gunaratana, an influential Sri Lankan Buddhist monk, described 
Vipassana once as “looking into something with clarity and precision, seeing each component as distinct and 
separate, and piercing all the way through so as to perceive the most fundamental reality of that thing” (Gunaratana, 
2017). Vipassana is a form of mental training which works through a focused attention on one’s sensations and 
physical body in the present moment.  

 
Typical meditation allows the mind to refocus on the present moment, and can range from a seated, 

mantra-based routine to a less formal form of mindfulness that emphasizes a focus on body sensations during day-to-
day activates. Another type of meditation that has shown to reduce stress with a slightly different technique is open-
monitoring meditation. The essence of open-monitoring meditation is taking a step back and allowing yourself to be 
aware of your stream of consciousness, with the goal that eventually the chatter will subside and all that's left will be 
a sense of stillness and peace. Being aware of the voice inside one’s head and focusing on actions in the present 
moment are proven to increase gamma waves in the brain, which are attributed to increased focus and attention 
(Crosland, 2011). In a study by Lauche et al. (2014), those who meditated regularly reported “better pain-related 
quality of life” and to be more satisfied with their life in general. There are many different types of meditation that 
employ slightly different techniques and share similar results and health benefits. The National Institute of Mental 
Health summarizes that “stress management techniques and meditation can help people with anxiety disorders calm 
themselves and may enhance the effects of therapy” (NIMH Anxiety Disorders, 2016). 

 
Although meditation is a growing trend in the western world, it has its limitations. According to a National 

Institute of Health Survey, 8.0% of U.S. adults (18 million) used meditation in 2012 (NIHS, 2012). Without proper 
guidance or understanding of the underlying mechanism behind meditation, many people try meditation and give 
up after the first few attempts. Belisa Vranch, a clinical psychologist in New York City, explains that many people 
give up and then conclude “I’m just not that kind of person” (Mascarelli, 2015). Since meditation was first used 
thousands of years ago, guided meditations in the form of classes, YouTube videos, and even apps are now available. 
For those who do not associate with meditation, there are also many other forms of psychotherapy and behavioral 
therapies which involve going through the process of reflection and relaxation with another person.   

 
Behavioral Therapies 

Self-monitoring is a foundational skill in behavior therapy which involves a nonjudgmental observation of 
environmental situations, behaviors, and consequences. According to Hayes, self-monitoring works through “an 
attention to inner and outer environments and observation of moment-to-moment interactions.” Hayes connects the 
body of work surrounding cognitive therapy to presence when he states “self-monitoring lays the foundation for one 
of the most critical goals in our treatment: a focus on the present” (Hayes, 2004, pp. 216). 

The goal of self-monitoring is “having clients pay attention to what actually exists and not the illusory world 
created in their thoughts and images” (Hayes, 2004, pp. 216). Additionally, self-monitoring allows clients to catch 
anxiety spirals as early as possible in order to make coping strategies more effective. Another form of attention to the 
body is mindfulness-based mirror exposure, which “can also serve as a prototypical situation for training patients to 
cope with negative affect in general” (Hayes, 2004, pp. 252). In a study by Key et al. (2002) the addition of mirror 
exposure to a standard body image treatment produced significant and sustained reduction in body dissatisfaction, 
body anxiety, and avoidance behaviors (Key et al, 2002). In Linehan’s (1993) mindfulness training, the patient is 
instructed to observe her body, to describe it, to be nonjudgmental, and to stay in the present. Hayes summarizes 
that “the goal of this intervention is to help the patient shift from an automatic (and dysfunctional) mind-set to a 
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more controlled one, in which she does not dwell on the past, worry about the future, try to ‘problem-solve,’ or avoid 
any unpleasant aspect of the situation (Segal, Williams, & Teasdale, 2002; Teasdale, 1997)” (Hayes, 2004, pp. 251). 

Reminiscence Therapy (RT) is an intervention that involves a discussion of past activities and experiences 
with a therapist or in groups. Research of RT shows significant improvements in psychological well-being and 
reduction of depressive symptoms and loneliness (Chiang et al., 2010). Another form of group self-reflection is 
cognitive behavioral therapy (CBT), which teaches a person to think and behave differently through imagery and 
skills to cope with anxiety, and has shown to be successful in clinical settings (Hayes, 2004).  

 
Art and Music  

Art forms such as music, paintings, and media are also used as a method of combating anxiety and 
depression. Danish artist Olafur Eliasson, for example, encourages the spectator to open up to new forms of 
perception, and educates the spectator to understand the world through the participation and inclusion in his art 
(Cue, 2015). In an interview with the artist, Olafur expresses that to him, "reality is malleable, relative, and that, 
through my actions, I can affect and change the world. Art can touch people deeply; experience isn’t just in the 
head, it’s embodied” (DesignBoom, 2015). Besides experiencing the art of others, art therapy has emerged as a tool 
to combat anxiety and depression through the creation of art. Since art gives many the ability to paint an external 
narrative of their inner experiences and thoughts, it is in a way self-reflective rumination. Two notable studies by 
Kim and Liddle concluded that art was shown to reduce anxiety (Kim 2013), and art was shown to help women find 
purpose in their lives (Liddle et al., 2013). 
 
Psilocybin  

Over the past decade, guided experiences of many drugs such as psilocybin have proven to decrease anxiety 
in clinical settings. This may happen due to a drastic change in perception combined with an increase in 
neuroplasticity and attention on the present.  For example, the results of a NYU study of psychoactive mushrooms 
proved that it eased anxiety in cancer patients under the supervision of a psychologist (Ross et al., 2016). Ross notes 
that psilocybin and similar drugs "produce a unique profile of changes in thoughts, perceptions, and emotions” and 
the results of a single moderate-dose psilocybin, given in conjunction with psychotherapy, “produced rapid, robust, 
and sustained clinical benefits in terms of reduction of anxiety and depression in patients with life-threatening 
cancer” (Ross et al., 2016). Similar studies were repeated and discussed in the Johns Hopkins in the Journal of 
Psychopharmacology, and showed that 80% of the participants continued to show clinically significant decreases in 
depressed mood and anxiety after taking a single dose of psilocybin in a controlled setting (Griffiths et al, 2016).   

 
The Reason Why These Methods Work Is Due to Two 
Underlying Commonalities: Body-Based Distraction & 
Reflective Shift In Perspective 
 

Substantial research on exactly why these various meditations work is still missing (Lippelt, 2014). A 
commonality between CBT, meditation, and other therapies that many studies in the past have left out is that these 
methods are all changing the patient’s perspective and/or encouraging a focus on the body/present moment, which 
may hint to why they work. According to Smoyak, psychiatric nurses do just that; “we help people to see things with 
new perspectives, by persuading them that these new ideas will help provide new directions for how they view the 
world” (Smoyak, 2016). In the same way that symptoms, which are not necessarily illnesses, can be transformed from 
proofs of illness to life experiences, worries or anxieties can be transformed into opportunities for growth with a 
switch in perspective. A 2016 Harvard Health Report argues that both meditation and cognitive behavioral therapy 
"share the common goal of helping people gain perspective on irrational, maladaptive, and self-defeating thoughts” 
(Harvard Health Publications, 2016). The overall practice of mindfulness and an increased awareness/attention of 
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the body is able to offer potential solutions for anxiety by helping people "reframe" their lives and see things from a 
new perspective.  
 

An Immersive Virtual Reality Experience That Alters 
Perspective and Encourages Body Focus May Be Able to Treat 
Anxiety and Depression 

 
Objects and experiences quite literally shape our minds. Malafouris suggest that, "contrary to what classical 

cognitive science believes and cognitive archaeology often implicitly reiterates, what is outside the head may not 
necessarily be outside the mind” (Malafouris, 2013). Virtual Reality (VR) can provide individuals with an experience 
which forces the question between existence and meaning in new and profound ways because it allows them to see 
the world from a different perspective, just as psilocybin changes the scope of one’s perception. VR has been shown 
to be successful as exposure therapy for Iraq veterans suffering from PTSD (NIHM 2008), and in reducing pain, 
anxiety, and time thinking about pain in burn victim operations (Hoffman, 1999). By using VR as tool to help 
immerse someone into a new environment, interventions that change the user’s perspective and encourage a focus 
on the body may have the ability to treat stress, anxiety, and depression.  
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Design Narrative 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Higher Perspectives VR 

Figure 1- Higher Perspectives VR App Tile 
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Design Concept Description 
 

As a result of my research, a virtual reality experience entitled Higher Perspectives VR was developed with 
the vision of changing the perception of the mind and body in order to reduce stress and anxiety. Higher 
Perspectives VR is a mindfulness-based guided meditation that assists the user in focusing on the present moment, 
distancing themselves from their thoughts and worries, and encouraging self-reflection while simultaneously 
providing an enjoyable experience. Higher Perspectives VR explores the intersection of virtual reality, mindfulness, 
and perception. The journey was specifically coordinated to evoke a sense of levity that would make the user feel as if 
they were leaving and floating above their body, starting from the top of their head all the way into space. The 
design was developed for mobile (iPhone/Android) virtual reality headsets due to their portability, flexibility, 
testability, and simplicity in content creation compared to fully immersive VR headsets such as the HTC Vive. 
Building upon the research on immersion, perspective, art therapy, mindfulness, distraction, body-focus, self-
reflection, and anxiety, the intended design was combined and implemented various psychology concepts in a single 
experience, aiming to increase positive self-reflection and decrease unwanted thoughts or anxieties at the time of use. 
User feedback was considered and implemented in the designs’ many iterations.  

 
 
Thought Process and Goals of the Critical Design Artifact 
 

This critical design seeks to slow down the breathing of the user through relaxing music, slow-motion 
cinematography, and text-based prompts at the beginning and end of the experience. The critical design quite 
literally shifts the perspective of the user as well as assists them in looking at the world from a different angle. The act 
of putting on a headset, headphones, and playing the video is quite a process intensive process requiring clear 
intention on the behalf of the user. Part of the irony of the critical design is that it is a technological distraction from 
the user’s surroundings.  

 
 The concept behind Higher Perspectives VR plays with the idea of an outer-body experience that is a 

body-centric distraction and simultaneously designed to provoke ruminative self-reflection. Higher Perspectives VR 

Figure 2 - User Feedback From Testing 
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is designed to encourage the user to feel like their mind is outside of their head by forcing the user to visualize 
themselves as a floating entity, looking down at their own body. The experience was designed to incorporate a 
component of self-reflection through the combination of carefully selected music, speed, and lack of user control. By 
having the user’s head be fixed, the experience promotes relaxation and mindfulness (moving around would take the 
user out of the trace-like state) as well as allows the video to be experienced seemingly from a distance. 
 
Incorporation of Theoretical and Design Movement Research  
 

The specific design decisions for the experience were heavily influenced by the theoretical design research, 
especially from Kross, Ross, and Malafouris.  

 
Malafouris discusses the profound plasticity and therefore the reconfigurable nature of the boundaries and 

whereabouts of the human mind. He suggests that, "contrary to what classical cognitive science believes and 
cognitive archaeology often implicitly reiterates, what is outside the head may not necessarily be outside the mind.” 
Playing on this distinction of mind from body, this critical design forces a visual separation from the user’s body and 
a perception of mental elevation. This virtual augmentation of human sensory capabilities conveys the idea that the 
human mind can perceive more of reality than is normally comprehensible. In a literal sense, the experience 
redefines the “conventional intuitions about the boundaries and whereabouts of the human mind” (Malafouris, 
2013) by giving the user the ability to see themselves from outside their head. An interesting question that Malafouris 
asks is “if a blind man is using a stick to navigate the world, where do we draw the line of the blind man's self?” 
Using a stick, the blind man turns touch into sight. Using virtual reality, can humans turn sight into an enhanced 
perception of self? Just as a blind man makes up for his lack of sight with an “unnatural” rerouting of tactile 
processing, Higher Perspectives VR aims to expand our capabilities of seeing ourselves by challenging the user’s 
normal proprioceptive experience. This experience engages the plasticity of the human mind by forcing the user to 
process their location and scale in physical space from a completely new vantage. By separating the mind from the 
body in virtual reality, Higher Perspective VR pushes the limits of the technology, “redimensionalizes” the user’s 
thought, and challenges the "mainstream philosophy and cognitive science [that] appear to be in agreement about 
where we should be looking for the mind's stuff: inside the head” (Malafouris, 2013). 

 
According to a study distinguishing rumination from reflective processing, Kross suggests that those who 

work through negative experiences from a distanced, ego-decentered, third-person perspective “should reduce the 
negative arousal that typically occurs when people attempt to work through negative emotions, allowing them to 
process their experiences more reflectively” (Kross et al., 2005, pp.710). Kross also makes the connection between 
the third-person perspective and other techniques, which also focus on distanced imagery, when he notes that “these 
expectations are consistent with work on mindfulness and meditation, and are reflected in therapeutic techniques 
that encourage people to consider negative feelings and experiences from diverse perspectives”. By having people 
look at their bodies in the 3rd-person perspective, Higher Perspectives VR offers an opportunity for its users to 
ruminatively reflect on their emotions from a distanced perspective.  

 
The name of Higher Perspectives VR was chosen for its literal translation of the experience that gives the 

user an ability to look at their place in the world in a larger scope. Additionally, the name was inflected by concept of 
an elevated mind; a similar goal of reaching the highest state exists in many spiritual practices, such as Nirvana in 
Buddhism. Comparing the quantitative data with qualitative feedback in Ross’ study on psilocybin, an interesting 
discovery was that the degree to which anxiety and depression improved was linked to “the intensity of the patients’ 
mystical experience”. Qualitative feedback showed that patients' anxiety did not return; the impact of the experience 
had a long-term impact, as patients reported that they felt like they belonged in the world, in part because they were 
able to see the disease process from a different perspective in a much larger scope” (Ross et al., 2016). Employing 
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this same logic, Higher Perspectives VR was designed to allow users to see their physical presence in the world from 
a larger scope, to similarly have a positive impact on anxiety.  

 
Research by Trapnell & Campbell suggests that brooding rumination is motivated by fear, where reflective 

rumination is a type of self-focus motivated by curiosity and openness. When zooming out of the body and looking 
back at the earth, then getting a 360-degree pan of space, there is a component of self-reflection that was 
intentionally promoted due to space being filmed in such an awe-aspiring way. The twinkling of the stars was 
reported by many users to add to the experience and people’s perception of the vast scale of the universe. 

 
Due to the high degree of controllability and convincing nature of the technology, VR can immerse 

someone in a new environment that changes their perspective in ways to reduce anxiety disorders. This critical 
design was developed with consideration from past VR interventions as stated in the literature review. Currently, 
virtual reality-based exposure therapy is being tested for Iraq veterans suffering from post-traumatic stress disorder 
(NIMH 2008). According to preliminary results from a study at the University of Washington, multiple patients 
showed considerable reduction in pain, anxiety, and time thinking about pain while in VR compared to a video 
game control condition (Hoffman, 1999). The conclusion of the results by Hoffman contend that VR is unique in its 
ability to capture and draw away attention from the real world. Diemer describes the technology, which is not a new 
tool to psychological researchers, as "a unique ability to simulate complex, real situations and contexts, which offers 
researchers unprecedented opportunities to investigate human behavior in well controlled designs in the laboratory” 
(Diemer, 2015). An important factor in VR is presence, which is similar to the presence previously described by a 
focused attention on the present moment. According to Diemer (2015), "Presence is commonly regarded as a 
necessary mediator that allows real emotions to be activated by a virtual environment (Parsons and Rizzo, 
2008; Price et al., 2011)" and “typically, studies assessing different degrees of immersion find higher presence in 
more immersive VR systems compared to less sophisticated setups” (Diemer, 2015). To have maximum effectiveness 
as a meditation tool, Higher Perspectives VR was designed to increase presence, immersion, and simulation of the 
real world as best as possible. 
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Introduction to The Critical Design in Its Current Form  
 

In its current form, the experience features one body which is experienced for all users (males and females 
will see from the perspective of leaving Vincent Arena’s head). In the future, a more dynamic version of the app will 

Figure 3 - Walkthrough of the User Experience from Head to Space 
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offer a male/female option, and later a customizable option to have a 3D scan or video of each person that is custom 
to them. Below are the instructions at the beginning and end of the experience:  

 

Figure 4- Introduction to Experience (30 seconds) That Allows the User To Orient Themselves in VR and Relax 

 
Figure 5 - End of Experience (5 Minutes) Allows the User To Close Their Eyes and Meditate if They Wish 
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Designed to encourage relaxation, mindfulness, and deeper breathing, the critical design features relaxing 
music, smooth zooming effects, and a seemingly out-of-body experiential journey. The experience ends how it 
begins, with a 360 pan of the galaxy in space, featuring twinkling stars, distant galaxies, and the sun, finally returning 
to the earth in full view. 

 
The critical design starts with a user putting on a VR headset, headphones and playing the mobile phone 

video, which is viewed through the virtual reality headset. The experience then begins with a black screen that 
prompts the user with text to sit back, relax, and breathe. The view opens with a 360-degree pan to orient the user 
with their new space and time. The view fades in to a straight still that is slowly zooming out as if the perspective is 
moving into the user’s head. After a slow fade-in, the perspective switches from a first-person perspective to a third 
person perspective, taking the user on a journey from top of one’s head through the earth’s atmosphere and into 
space. The user can see as their body gets smaller and smaller, and more of the world starts to become revealed. In 
the first 400 feet, cars can be seen moving, people walking on the sidewalks, and the body is kept at the focal point in 
the center the entire time. At about 400 feet the video makes a smooth transition to footage from Google Earth VR, 
which then slowly takes the user out into space. After arriving in space, the video focuses on the earth for about 10 
seconds. Then, a slow pan into space away from earth follows, where the Milky Way galaxy can be seen as shown 
below in Figure 6. Stars twinkle, there is a short glimpse of the sun, and finally the earth returns into full view. After 
time, the earth fades away and text appears letting the user know that the experience is over. The end of the 
experience is 5 minutes of a black screen with music playing, and the user has the option to continue to meditate and 
close their eyes if they wish.  

 

 
  

Figure 6 - Pan into Space at End of Higher Perspectives VR 
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Inspiration for the Design 
 

The inspiration for this project 
originated from the “long zoom” film Powers of Ten 
by Charles and Ray Eameses (Eameses, 1997). 
Higher Perspectives was also inspired by 
meditation apps such as headspace and 
MeditateVR, which use technology to promote 
mental wellbeing. As many of the concepts in the 
design pin-up focused on either VR or 
mindfulness/distractedness, this project was the 
perfect combination of interests. At first, the 
concept was dismissed because I thought it would 
be too difficult to prototype and capture footage. 
Surprisingly, it ended up being a doable project 
that had a great impact on its users. Interestingly 
enough, the end concept and research ended up 
aligning well with the sensory attention concept 
and the 3rd Person VR concept.  

 
The Stages of Development 

 
The current stage of development of the critical design is a fully immersive looks-like experience that can be 

accessed online by anyone who searches “Higher Perspectives VR”. The next stage of development would be to 
have the user’s body be imported into the scene in order to increase the immersion and feeling of presence in the 
experience.  
 
Target Audience of the Design  
 
 The audience of the design can be anyone who can fit a VR headset onto their head (a kid about the age of 
10 used it at Troy By Design). Since the headset works from magnifying a phone screen that is about 4 inches away 
from the eyes, audiences excluded from the design are people with very bad vision whose glasses cannot fit into the 
headset and are simultaneously very far-sighted. The target audience of this design would be people who are 
technology savvy and struggle with dealing with the stress and anxieties of day to day life. The target audience for 
experiences like this is growing, as VR headsets can now be purchased for about $10 and the experience, which is 
uploaded onto YouTube, can be accessed for free by anyone with a compatible smartphone. Higher Perspectives 
VR would either target people who own VR headsets, or anyone willing to try the experience at a kiosk, event, or 
mall  who has someone to walk them through setting up the video and headset for the first time. 
 
 
 
 
 
  

Figure 7 - Concept Selection Design Pin-Up 
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Intended Use and Communication of Meaning 
 

The experience is intended to be used in a very simple way. The user puts on the headset and headphones, 
sits back, relaxes, breathes, and enjoys the experience. The user does not need to move their head or think about 
anything, as the entire point of the exercise is to be mindful. All basic mindfulness techniques are a form of 
meditation, generalized by a focused relaxation with a deliberate attention to thoughts and sensation without 
judgement. Higher Perspectives VR is intended to be used in the same way. Based on the research of mindfulness 
and various forms of meditation, imagery of the body was shown to reduce stress and anxiety by bringing people into 
the present moment. Seeing the huge potential for VR to build an emotional connection with its users, and that 
many VR related apps are at very early stages of development, Higher Perspectives VR was a critical design which 
aimed to build upon the successes of previous works. 

From user testing, diverse range of emotions were communicated to the user, but overall the was designed 
to communicate a shifting perspective and attention on the body. The instructions in the beginning of the experience 
could be tailored to further explain the meaning of the experience, however, it was decided that too much detail may 
take away from the experience itself, and the meaning was left open to the interpretation of the user. The most 
important aspect of any mindfulness meditation is the ability to focus on the present moment with a nonjudgmental 
awareness of any internal and external distractions/experiences. Minimizing text and instructions in the begging was 
an important design decision that tried to not have users judge the experience.  
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Current State of the Design 
 

Design Process Overview  
 
 The design process of this critical design 
followed an improvisational and experimental path. 
The first prototype involved using duct tape, 
paperclips, and yarn to make a “iPhone cradle” 
which would steadily attach an iPhone to a string 
which could then be thrown over a pipe, ledge, or 
railing in order to capture video footage. The goal of 
this design was to test the assumption that having a 
“long zoom” video and replaying it in virtual reality 
(VR) would be cool enough to explore further testing 
and development of the design. The footage captured 
from the iPhone cradle turned out to be surprisingly 
immersive and emotional, which led to a second 
iterations of prototyping to ensure that the iPhone 
would be secure when being lowered from larger 
distances outside, such as out of the 5th floor of Sage and over the balcony near the entrance to the Green 
building. After testing outside with longer distances, the immersive affect was sabotaged by the shakiness, 
speed inconsistency, and inability to stay centered due to the combination of wind, string getting 
tangled/twisted, and overall difficulty in capturing footage. The original idea of a drone was then 
considered in order to progress the design to the next level and capture footage which would be 
immersive, emotionally capturing, and steady. A $40 drone was purchased, and after setting up the video 
capture software, attempts were made to capture footage. This budget drone proved very difficult to fly, 
did not have any features to maintain its altitude or hover, and was highly sensitive which made flying the 
drone around anyone’s head a very scare feat. After realizing that the selected drone was too light and 
would not be able to fly consistently straight because of the wind, the drone was put to the side until a 
clear day. During creation of the fourth prototype, the concept pivoted and used the drone (which would 
stream live footage to a VR headset) to act as a camera and extend people’s perception into the 3rd person. 
This prototype was cool but did not align with the goals of the project. While writing the literature review 
and waiting for a nicer day, a friend showed up to Psychadelicatsssen café and happened to pull out a 
$1,000 maverick drone out of his backpack which had video capture capability. He was so interested in 
the project that he decided to offer his drone to film it then and there; thus, the miracle of senior thesis 
presented itself along with a chai latte. Even in 15+ mph winds, this drone handled extremely well, and 
high definition footage for the zoom was captured within minutes. It wasn’t until this footage was 
captured that the feat of continuing the zoom into space was considered. The first step in this process was 
downloading Google Earth and trying to capture footage on a PC. Due to a lack of money a to pay for the 
full Google Earth program, it was nearly impossible to capture slow, smooth and high definition footage 
of a long zoom without having the Google Earth Watermark everywhere. Google Earth VR was the 
obvious next step, but at first a similar issue arose. The free version did not allow screen capturing or 
video “tour” recording, which would have been perfect for this application. Instead, Bodycam, a screen 
capture software, was downloaded and used to capture a small rectangle of the screen which lined up with 

Figure 8 - The Design Process Took Some Interesting Turns 
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the mirror footage of the left eye. The exact point in space that the drone left off was found in Google 
Earth, and after much trial and error successful footage was captured that could be spliced into the drone 
footage in a convincing way. After many iterations of editing and testing using iMovie, the footage was 
pieced together, music and transitions were specifically added, and post-processing was done to make a 5-
minute VR video experience.  

Design Journal  
  
Why this project was chosen 
 

As a designer, I identify with seriousness, but not solemnity. To 
me, that means working on huge problems that allow me to still use my 
creativity to create provocative and interesting projects. When choosing a 
project, I first thought of the things I was interested in, knowing I would 
work really hard on something that I was passionate about. When making 
a list at the beginning of the semester, I was most interested in exploring 
consciousness, mental health, psychology, creativity, and virtual reality. I 
wanted to pick a topic with some tension, in which everyone knows it’s a 
problem but doesn't really want to touch it.  
  
Deciding to do Higher Perspective VR  
 

Combining the underlying components of the interventions found 
in the literature review with virtual reality as a medium offered a unique 
solution space for mental health issues such as anxiety and depression. 
Though many studies presented findings based on individual and 
controlled treatments and therapies, an exploration for an integrated 
product that was publically and commercially available through two of 
the main Virtual Reality platforms, the HTC Vive Store (stationary PC-
based VR) and the Apple Store (mobile VR), showed a lack of content 
that connected to the general body of research covered in this thesis. A 
lack of current solutions using virtual reality presents a prime 
opportunity for a design intervention because of the novelty of virtual 
reality and its ability to gain great user feedback with the potential of 
very novel and powerful design. 

 
After creating the first prototype, I wasn't sure if I would stick 

with an outer body meditation experience because I thought it would be 
too hard to get my hands on a drone to capture the footage, and I didn't 
think it would be very critical because at first the idea came up as a really 
cool idea in a dream. I chose to go forward because the risks taken in the 
beginning of the project showed that it could be a design that addresses a very serious topic with a very exciting and 
fun solution. After doing user testing, I realized that there was a huge potential to have an emotional impact on 
people for a few reasons: 1) not many people have tried VR, so there was a very cool opportunity to have people's 
first experience something really unique 2) many of my friends at the time were stressed and reported to actually feel 
better after using it and 3) VR really allows you to completely capture someone's full attention in terms of their sight 
and sound - once they put on the headset they don't have much of a choice to not experience it.  
  

Figure 9 - Initial Sketch Of The Design Concept 

Figure 10 - First Experience of 3rd Person VR 
Perspective 
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After deciding to delve into research in distractedness and rumination, I was able to ground my idea into 
more substantive scientific social science research. After combining these concepts, almost haphazardly, I was very 
surprised that the outcome seemed to work not only in a critical way, but it turned out to also have a positive 
emotional and psychological impact on its users. 
  

I realized the irony of my design after doing user testing and getting distracted halfway through the 
experience by e-mails, text messages, and finally a phone call all in the five-minute window that I was testing the 
video. I realized that the medium that my critical design was using had potential to do a lot of critical work because 
of its affirmative position. The root cause of a lot of stress and anxiety is due to external circumstances such as 
financial issues at work or social issues stemming from technology. Instead of proposing a design that solved these 
issues and went to their core, I decided to solve the issues of rumination and distraction with a design that requires 
money to buy and in a way, isolates the user from society and their surroundings.  
  

An unintended consequence of the design was that it ended up having the ability to change the person 
using it by opening them up to meditation. By having them try it and explaining afterwards that that is what 
meditation is about, it made more sense to people that meditation isn't about just sitting cross-legged and not 
thinking, it’s about immersion in your surroundings. I learned that being immersed in a world so different (VR) was 
what it takes for many people to be able to understand that they can be just as immersed in the world we are in 
today.  
  

A commonality between much of the feedback was that the users thought differently about their place in 
the world after seeing how small they were in the grand scheme of things, which proves that I was not only 
addressing the issue, but also changing people's perception of the issue.  
  

After visiting California and talking about this idea to people there, I started thinking about mindfulness as 
a force for both good and bad. On the West Coast, so many more people are involved in mindfulness, but it can be 
slightly disturbing thinking about those who use it to make high stress environments and immoral acts acceptable. 
For example, a CEO can fire someone for the sole purpose of getting more money, then mindfully writing it off so 
that he doesn't feel any guilt, which could in a way make someone numb to morality. 
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Prototyping Journal  
 
Prototype Iteration 1 – Inside PDI Studio Zoom Via Duct 
Tape Holder 
 
 The first prototype came in the form of a duct tape 
iPhone cradle with Paperclips and String, which allows the 
phone to be slowly raised above someone's head via a rope 
and pulley system, for example by pulling the rope over a 
pipe attached to the ceiling of the PDI studio. This was a 
rapid prototype to test the assumption that a video zooming 
outside of your head would have an impact on presence. 
After my first experience watching the video on a 2D 
screen, it was definitely cool to see my head from the 
perspective but it didn't feel very special. To give it more of 
a meditative and mindful tone, A song, "Starfield" from 
interstellar was played in the background. When watching 
the 2D video again at home, it felt odd and even less 
immersive since I was no longer in the space in which the 
footage was recorded. I decided to give some context to the 
video by adding a 360 pano video. I assumed that this 
would "orient" the user to their space, in case they were in 
another location, because it might be quite disconcerting to 
suddenly appear in another room. I also added some sound 
as well visual fading effects.  After piecing together the video 
in iMovie and then using the VRplayer+ application to 
convert it to a 3D, VR-ready video, I put on my headset, 
earbuds, and played the video. My initial reactions were of 
relaxation and exuberance. I didn't think it would feel so 
immersive but it definitely did some sort of work and 
actually made me want to stay in it and also to keep going. 
At the end I very much wanted to continue the experience, 
and actually kept playing the music for the following 15 
minutes since it put me in a vey relaxed state. It made me 
feel more present in the room and took my mind off the 
exam and pitch I had due the next day. I wrote in my 
journal "instead I am able to focus and I wrote this entire 
paragraph above without worrying about that. I'm alive and 
here in this room, so I should feel lucky for that." 
  
  

 

Figure 11 - Duct Tape iPhone Holder 

Figure 12 - Footage from spinning iPhone Above Head 
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Prototype Iteration 2 – Outdoor 5-Floor Zoom Via Duct Tape 
Holder 
 

During the second prototype session, I tried to use a 
similar version of the duct tape holder but capture footage 
outside. This was not successful due to a couple of different 
factors. Wind would shake the phone, as well as tangle the 
string which was too light to stay straight from 5 stories up. The 
video stopped recording halfway through, and the video that I 
did have was shaky. Also, I needed to sit directly underneath the 
phone to be able to get video when the phone rotated, since the 
camera was not in the center of the contraption. During the 
second attempt, my phone shut off due to the cold, and then I 
had to use Ben's phone. It worked okay except when putting the 
phone up against Ali's head, it only focused on her hair and for 
the rest of the video it was blurry.  
  
 Going inside, I tried capturing more footage of another 
person, to test whether or not it would feel different zooming out of a body of the opposite sex. The 
footage captured was not nearly as convincing so it was hard to compare its efficacy. I tried numerous 
times to capture straight footage, and the unintended consequence of this was that I learned the spinning 
actually added an element to the video. Surprisingly, a straight zoom wasn't as exciting and was more 
repetitive and jerky than the spinning clip.  

  

Figure 14 - Footage Capture Below Green Balcony 

Figure 13 - Testing Out of Window of Sage STS Lounge 
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Prototype Iteration 3 – Budget Drone and Google Earth 
Failures  
 

The plan for the next iteration was 
using a drone to capture footage, adding in 
the Google Earth footage as well, and maybe 
some voice (the voice would have to be very 
soft). The drone proved extremely difficult to 
capture footage, as it was almost impossible 
to fly straight let alone to hover a few feet 
above someone’s head, with even a small 
amount of wind (or inside). The lesson 
learned here is that you get what you pay for, 
and what I paid for was a piece of plastic with 
a camera and four spinning blades. I started 
to play with Google Earth until I figured out 
how to overcome these technical difficulties.  

 
When using the desktop version of 

Google Earth, there was a very early 90s feel 
with the yellow borders around the 
states/towns/world which really took away 
from the experience of viewing the world. 
Due to the inability on the free version of 
removing the map titles, Google Earth 
watermark, and the difficulty in recording a 
smooth zoom from the screen, this option 
was abandoned. Google Earth VR was used 
to capture footage above the PDI Studio to 
then splice that footage into the video from 
the studio. Unfortunately, getting too close to 
the studio made it really pixelated and 
blurry, as the 3D scan of Sage was not very 
good.  

 
 
 
 
 

Figure 16 - It wasn't easy to capture this Footage (Google Earth VR) 

Figure 15 - This Drone Wouldn't Fly Straight If Its Warranty Depended on It 
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Prototype Iteration 4 – Drone as a Trippy 3rd Person Live 
Camera for Streaming  

 
Figure 17 - Testing 3rd Person Camera VR Feed Outside of PDI Studio 

After realizing that the $40 drone wouldn't work as a flying device, it then turned into a handheld 
camera which allowed for having people see themselves in the 3rd person. Most people exclaimed feeling 
weird when they moved, and a general discomfort. 
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Some of the notable feedback was: 
 

• " I feel like I’m on drugs." 
• "The lag of me moving it was nauseating." 
• "It wasn't really on me very long and It felt like it wasn't reality because there wasn't a connection. 

It would be a cool game like find your way out of the room. I knew which way I was facing even 
though I couldn't see which way I was facing (have them spin around 5 times)."  

• "I felt like I was watching an old video (maybe because it was pixelated). It looked like footage "oh 
my god that’s me" "that’s still me?" 

• "Ketamine was the closest experience to it." 
• "It was literally impossible to catch the Frisbee because I couldn't look at it and fixate my eyes on 

the disk. It wasn't the right view, I was looking a different way." 
• "I was freaking out trying to figure out where I was." 
• "Was there a point where you were comfortable? Not really - when it was behind me and tilted it 

was okay." 
• "I really enjoyed the experience, I felt like I was in a game, it definitely got me out of my head and 

I wasn't thinking about everything else.” 
  

Based on the feedback, it was decided that this iteration of the design was not having any of the 
desired outcomes of the project in terms of mindfulness, although it definitely seemed to force body focus. 
Many people said that it was a cool experience which was slightly uncomfortable, and that during the 
experience they weren't thinking about anything but trying to walk or navigate as themselves in the 3rd 
person. It was difficult to see what others were seeing and therefore as the controller of the camera to give 
people a reference point to comfortably walk around. I felt that it was a fun and “trippy” experience but it 
wasn't as controlled and able to do consistent work on people, especially because the environment you are 
in and the person controlling the camera have a huge impact on the end experience. I pivoted back to the 
drone after getting actual footage, which ended up aligning with my project goals much more.  
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Final Design – Miraculous Maverick Drone + Google Earth 
VR Capture  
  
 As previously mentioned, sitting in the Psychadelicatesssen café turned out to be worth to $4 for my chai 
latte, because a friend of a friend showed up and happened to pull out a $1,000 maverick drone out of his backpack. 
After telling him about the thesis, he thought the idea was “dope”, and offered to film the footage on the spot. 

 

Figure 19 - Elliot may be an Angel 

Figure 18 - Drones Don't Kill People, People Kill People (It was really close to my head) 
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The final design was the outcome of footage captured on the ground with an iPhone, from 2-400 feet with a 
Maverick drone, and 400 feet to space with Google Earth VR. Altering capturing the footage, Google Earth VR was 
opened and the exact location of the was found. After figuring out how to remove the above "distractions" such as 
the titles of cities and the reticle which would pop up when the walls were too close to the user, some progress was 
made. A few captures were taken because the controllers had to be held behind my head, as the controllers would 
show up in the video if they were in the line of vision.  
  

 
Figure 20 - Aerial Footage from Drone that was not included in the experience (for future it could be) 

  
The smooth transitions between fast and slow were disorientating, as well as trying to switch from 

the different views. When piecing together the clips, the fade made it easy, but doing a fade between two 
videos was difficult to have it get lined up correctly. After some testing, a blur was used instead of a fade to 
transition from Drone to Google Earth footage. By having a point in the music with a “whoosh” sound 
line up with this spot in the clip, it tricked more people into believing that the transition was intentional 
and not an editing error. There was definitely an issue with the frame rate when slowing down the video 
too much because at some point I would see the jumps between frames. The video from the drone was 
really fast at first, from 1-10 feet was about 1 second, and then the next 400 feet took a few minutes. This 
made it difficult to run the footage in real time, so the timings had to be adjusted to slow it down in the 
beginning and slowly make it go towards full speed. Compared to the first video, it definitely made for a 
cooler and more relaxing zoom if it was slow, as if your breath was slowing down at the same time. But as 
it goes too slow then you see individual frames and that gets distracting, so there was a tradeoff between 
speeds.  
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The sequence of clips was carefully selected with the various thought process in mind: Once the 
user gets orientated with being in VR and starts to relax, a 360-degree pan of the Troy Waterfront immerses the user 
in the first-person perspective of a person sitting on a grassy field by the water. Relaxing music continues to play for 
the duration of the experience, and eventually the screen fades to blackness. When the video resumes, the 
perspective starts from a discernable black color which eventually transitions into the top of someone’s head. The 
slow zoom out to a view that resembles hovering over the body encourages the user to feel as if they left this body 
and are now floating in space. After a brief pause, the perspective remains the same, but the view zooms out and up 
into the sky, with the top of head remaining as the center point of focus/orientation. The experience was designed to 
be an awe-aspiring journey, with a smooth zoom which allows effortless exploration of the space through time. The 
experience ends how it begins, with a 360 pan of the galaxy in space, featuring twinkling stars, distant galaxies, and 
the sun, finally returning to the earth in full view. 

 
Ways People Interacted with the Design 
 

Some of the unintended feedback of the 
design was presence and its impact on the 
experience. This included a misuse of the VR 
technology, external distractions, and discomfort 
with the experience in terms of visuals and sounds. 
Some feedback was conflicting, for example, some 
people said they liked music the most, others said 
that they didn’t like the music and wanted 
something with lower pitch such as cello or 
woodwind music.  

 
The experience was designed to be 

relaxing, but I didn’t imagine that it would put 
people to sleep. One user said “I could’ve fell asleep 
if I didn’t have glasses. I liked the stars, I can 
imagine therapy when you’re put in those zero 
gravity chairs. Or therapy for stress, when you see a 
neurofeedback technician.” Other comments 
included, “I feel like I should be in a lazy boy.”  

 
The main technical issues with VR were adjusting or holding on to the headset, glasses not fitting or being 

uncomfortable, and that many people moved their heads around expecting the video to move. Part of the feedback 
was that people wanted to look around, and it wasn’t unless I told people to relax and not move their heads that they 
didn’t attempt this at least once. Adjustments made to the headset itself were pretty frequent, and many people tried 
holding onto the headset instead of trusting it to stay on their heads. Although the headset does fit with most glasses, 
it’s not very easy and many people took off their glasses while using the headset.  
 
 
  

Figure 21 - A Trend Amongst Non-Millennials - Holding Onto The Headset Even 
Though it Has Straps 
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Feedback and Notable Quotes 
  
• "I wasn't really thinking anything, I was really relaxed"  
• "I don't want to open my eyes or take it off" 
• “I feel really small” 
• "I thought it would be that I could look around, expected it to be looking around. I'm also tired so I was 

relaxed but if I was stressed and needed to take a second to relax it could do it for me. I'm very affected by 
music, so I really liked the soundtrack that accompanied with it. It as really cool watching it zoom out and 
there was no way to not get meta when looking at space. " 

• "I could use that a couple of times a semester, actually, probably daily" 
• "I got sad a little bit, but a happy, sweet sadness" 
• "Seeing the map of the US and thinking about both the insignificance and freedom of us being so small" 
• "It's nice to be forced to experience that in a controlled matter and not jump ahead, because your own 

thoughts can be guiding but also can get in the way" 
• "I feel like I'm on drugs - its probably the closest to ketamine" 
• "I feel ready to do work now" 
• "The focus on the body is really powerful" 
• "It's hard to get back to reality because its so relaxing" 
• "I don’t really think I had any thoughts, it really made me focus on my body" 
• "Being distracted from thoughts and worries and being forced to be on your body, like a body scan, is really 

powerful" 
• "Music was good for slowing down breathing and getting you into the headspace" 
• "I wasn't really thinking about anything until I got into space, then I was like woah - and it made me feel 

infinitesimally small" 
• "I was heartened by the experience" 
• "I think there's a lot of power in the compete immersion" 
• "There was a transition from saying hey I knew that place and then going through the video as it panned out 

it became more of "lets just go for the ride". The music was good at getting you to slow down breathing and 
getting into that headspace." 

• "Surprised at how good I felt afterwards" 
• "I definitely watch that again and would incorporate into my own 

meditation practice" 
• "It would be cool to make more VR videos that are in the now 

like this, but very intentional minute and a half videos where you 
step into the body of someone else and go through that 
experience" 

• Technology does produce a lot of problems, any technology will 
fix many things and also create problems. This experience is 
attempting to only be solving some problem. Often it is talked 
about as the frontiers of technology of having no limits, where 
things can truly become or be talked about as therapeutic. 

• "I wasn't thinking about anything else, I was thinking about how 
cool it." 

• "There was a moment of….shit the world is so much bigger than 
me, but I wasn't picturing myself as the person sitting there."  

• "I've meditated a little bit, but only with guided. I just need the 
instruction and to stay focused enough. Being guided for the first 
10 minutes, then it brings you back every once in a while. Not 
prompts to think about, but [I would] using it as an anti-anxiety 
thing in moments of crisis and not on a regular basis." 

• “my immediate reaction was one of relaxation because it was 
hard to say okay I’m in the real world again. I have experience 
with guided meditations…. And the visuals were so powerful and 
captivating having a voice would have been too much” 
 

Figure 22 - Kevin Testing The Experience For The 
First Time 
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Likes of the Final Video: 
• Slow humming or drumming similar to sleep 
• Pulled out over Canada and not straight over US (liked it being not completely expected) 
• "We've moved too quickly and we haven't sat with our history. Being forced to sit with an experience and not 

jump ahead, its like addressing feelings which we are attempting to dismiss, which is usually to our detriment. 
• Perfect Time of Year to Film 
• Liked when it pulled out over Canada because it wasn't predictable 
• Dean - it felt like it was bigger (the view) than a normal video 
• There is a different relationality the experience.  
• That was cool, nodding approvingly  

  
Dislikes Of Final Video: 
• Would want it to be slowed down a bit 
• Text more readable  
• I'm slightly scared of heights; my palms are sweaty.  
• Not having voice during the experience - could be too distracting 
• Want a continuous zoom, no pauses 
• Didn't like that it ended "high" wanted it to come back to the person (run it backwards afterwards) 
• Wanted to come back feeling powerful, and not sleepy or overly relaxed 
• The blur, try a dissolve fade instead 
• Seeing centerline of VR goggles is distracting 
• Not knowing how to adjust the headset's focal distance and seeing double  
• Hearing noise from other people talking in the room 
• Goggles uncomfortable, or not fitting 
• A little saddened by the darkness of the scene  
• Trying to figure out where it was going on in the start 
• Spend more time on the beauty and the vastness of the galaxy. I would have liked more of a song that had 

more variation but more subtle. 
• Can you add Neurofeedback? 
• "I was thinking of what's next, I wish I would've done this, wish this would've happened". 
•  The transition could have been nicer in the solar system.  

  
Feedback for Improvement: 
• Add Instructions: not moving head since most people try this 
• "Oh hey I know that place" was first thought -- then experience and beauty (introducing where the place is 

first may take these thoughts away) 
• Add voice in the beginning! 
• Put a quote in the beginning letting them know to relax or that this is about mindfulness or meditation - invite 

people to open up and breath 
• Film on a brighter day or make it look more bright and vibrant 
• Expand it to going out into the solar system - it would really add to the experience in terms of feeling how 

small you are.  
• Reverse the video and make it come back 
• Slow it down a little bit 
• Was thinking about fact that he could see the centerline of the VR goggles and see around nose  
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Improvements Made  
 
Based off user feedback, the following 

modifications were made to the text on the screen, and 
slight tweaks were made to the transitions between the 
scenes. Parts of the video were slowed down a bit, and 
location of the video is mentioned so people aren’t 
wondering where they are. Additionally, letting people 
know they don’t need to move their head in advanced 
was incorporated into the instructions, since it was an 
almost automatic response.   

Figure 23 - Title Screens and Ending Screens, in Order 
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Next Steps 
 

After developing prototypes, this product could potentially be brought “to market”. At Troy By Design, one 
woman with her three kids asked if this is what I was going to be doing this for a full-time job after graduation, 
remarking that there definitely could be a market for these types of experiences (given the rise of VR). In its current 
form, Higher Perspectives VR has its limitations, and much improvement could be made for it to be a commercially 
viable product or to be featured in an art exhibit as a critical design. The current level of the technology for mobile 
phones still lacks user experience since the phone needs to be aligned manually inside the headset with the proper 
orientation, the volume of the headset needs to be set at the precise level, the straps and focal distance on the 
physical headset need to be adjusted to fit the user’s head, and the video needs to be restarted for every person that 
uses it.  
 

The plan to bring this product to market would be to incorporate feedback, make the experience more 
customizable, and have it available to a larger audience via a physical location such as a store or mall kiosk, or by 
putting it online on the app store. Factoring in the physical limitations of capturing high definition VR footage and 
having a person’s body in it, three ideas for commercialization were conceived:  

 
1) An at-home meditation app which allows you to scan your face/body and import a 3D model of yourself 

into various experiences.  
2) A “mall kiosk” or theme park experience where a camera on a drone or a string hovers above your head, 

and you put on the VR goggles and watch it zoom out and you can see your actual body get smaller and 
smaller. In this sort of setting, since it is consistent every time, video can easily transition to Google Earth 
recordings so that it feels like the video is going all the way into space. Green screens could be used to 
capture footage or 3D models of each person to customize the experience to them.  

3) A combination of the first two, where you, in a mall, could have a green-screen room which scans your 
entire body, gives you the 3D model, and then you can go home and use an app which takes your 3D 
model and puts it into various VR experiences, Higher Perspectives included.  

 
The target audience for these three would be slightly different, but overall would include people who want to 

reduce their stress and anxiety and have not yet been successful in practices such as meditation, or are turned off by 
the stigma of meditation, but like technology and science. In order to generate revenue, a few different business 
models could be used. There is the potential for in-app advertisements for mindfulness classes or other related 
products (which adds irony to the critical design) and the app could be either a one-time payment or a monthly 
subscription fee to have access to new experiences. If there were a physical location involved, there could be a charge 
for someone to get 3D scanned, which already is happening in malls around the world (some people pay hundreds of 
dollars to do this today). Paying customers for this product could also pay per use in a location outside of their home. 

 
The concerns with this product include regulatory concerns 

of drones, environmental concerns related with the production of 
the technology used as well as the footage. As the devices are 
already made, the ideal format of this experience would be in the 
form of an app or pre-loaded video on YouTube, like a movie 
that you have to pay for. The sourcing and pricing for the 
capturing footage costs about $1,000 for a decent drone that 
could capture high quality footage. For Google Earth VR, it is 
currently free, but rumors say that a paid expanded version will 
be coming out and will have the ability to capture “tours” which 
would be perfect to use in this type of experience.  
If this critical design were to be a product, it would be easy to 
promote online with targeted marketing towards smartphone 
users with VR headsets, or flashy kiosks in high traffic areas like 
NYC or malls.  
 

 
 

Figure 24 - Maverick Drone Capable of Capturing HD Video up 
to 400 feet 
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There are also technology and distraction concerns within this critical design. If VR was shown to become 
nearly as addictive as current smartphones, it could be argued to have negative psychological impacts if it stops being 
used as a one-time tool and consistently takes people away from nature or other people. 
 
Value Proposition 

 
Schlanger (2015) reported that "with continuous effort, I could change the way my mind worked". What the 

interventions outlined in the literary review and Higher Perspectives VR have in common is the ability to change 
perspective and have people look at things in a different way. Similar to CBT, Higher Perspectives VR is an 
experience that aims to focus our attention on the present and on the body. People are willing to take alternative 
approaches to mental health, they are open to the idea and want to meditate, but many people have no clue how to 
do it. Many people say they can't meditate and aren't the type. Many people have adopted rigid one-way thinking 
and therefore a fear or lack of imagination, supported by a rise in passive forms of entertainment such as TV and 
movies. Additionally, for many of us, “the noise and tension inside our minds, in addition to a packed schedule, feel 
like insurmountable obstacles to meditation” (Mascareli, 2015). Higher Perspectives VR combines the concept of 
mindfulness/meditation and modern day technology trends into a product that will truly help people achieve higher 
perspectives.  
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